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Has List Selection Changed
How Often Arbitrators Serve?
Introduction
Our purpose in this article is to
present and review Award statistics
relating to arbitrator selection patterns
in the early years of the new
Millennium, from 2000-2005, a sixyear span that has been characterized
by the exclusive use of the Neutral List
Selection System by NASD Dispute
Resolution and the predominant use of
the staff appointment method of
arbitrator selection by NYSE
Arbitration. By comparing patterns of
arbitrator service during the new
Millennium years to an earlier study
period of July 1994-June 1998, which
we sumeyedin late 1998 (SAC, Vol. X,
No. 6 "1998 Survey"), we hope to open
insights into the success of list selection
in meeting anticipated objectives.

1998 Arbitrator
Service Survev
The 1998 Survey - Background
When we conducted our 1998
survey on arbitrator service patterns at
the NASD and NYSE, the smaller or
more specialized SRO forums, such as
the MSRB, AMEX and PHLX, were
collapsing their arbitration programs
for the investing public and merging
them with the NASD program. AAA
was folding its specially developed
Securities Arbitration Rules into its
Commercial Arbitration Rules and
essentially leaving the field. These
developments rendered the NASD and
NYSE forums as the only practical
choices for most securities disputants.
The primary difference between their
two arbitration facilities was, at that
time, the way in which they chose their
arbitrators.

UntilNovember 1998, NASD and
NYSE both used the staff appointment
method ("the old system") as the
predominant method for choosing
arbitrators to serve on panels. NASD
was in the midst of making a big
change - a total switch to list selection.
We conducted our 1998 Survey in
order to preserve statistics about
arbitrator service and to see what
statistical generalizations might reveal
themselves. "Hopefully," we wrote
about the Award study, "it will provide
insights for our readers, as it has for us,
on the virtues and faults of the old
system. If nothing else, though, the
data we have gathered will serve as a
baseline for comparisons to be made,
once we have more experience with list
selection as a method of getting the
'best' arbitrators for your case."
Staff appointment had its origins
in the modest arbitration programs of
the 1970s and earlier, when few
attorneys in the field knew the
arbitrators in their locale better than the
arbitration staff. There were no
arbitrator disclosure sheets or Award
histories to inform the parties and, so,
it was left to the staff to balance the
Panels with the expertise and talent
that would best fit the dispute at hand.
With the increasing case volumes and
case dollar amounts, however, the
staff's ability to match arbitrators to
disputes with precision and to employ
the widening pools of arbitrators with
efficiency grew more doubtf~l.
Besides, list selection was what
the parties wanted. It gave the parties
cont'd on page 2
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more control over the panel choices
and allowed arbitrators on the forum
rolls a relatively equal chance to serve.
Unspoken, but nevertheless a possible
benefit of list selection, was the
potential for arbitrators to assume
responsibility for the cases and toplace
staff assistance in its proper
perspective. Under NLSS, with its
rotational selection imperative and
party-driven character, no longer
would arbitrators be beholden to the
staff for their assignments. Surely, too,
with list selection, arbitrators could be
appointed earlier in the case - or so it
was thought - and the staff could
withdraw from managing cases and
focus on case administration.

assignments during the four-year
period. In other words, while half of
the arbitrators received no
assignments, those who did serve also
served with some frequency. Los
Angeles had the highest average
multiple, 4.6 times, andNew YorkCity
came in second, with serving
arbitrators gaining assignments in an
average of 3.9 arbitrations that
produced a decision. Perhaps, those
other arbitrators were appointed in
cases that were settled, but it was
equally as plausible to extrapolate and
say that the serving arbitrators in those
cities would have gained assignments
on an average of six additional cases
that then settled during the four years.

The 1998 Survey - Award Results
Awards issued during the four
years under study in the 1998
Arbitrator Service Survey revealed
that NASD was only using about half
of its available arbitrators. In some
cities, such as Pittsburgh, the available
pool was relatively small and, so,
usage was maximal. In other locales,
such as Anchorage, pool size was
small, but the available arbitrator
positions, or "slots," were insufficient
to cover the pool. Nevertheless, in the
large urban hearing locations, such as
New York City, Los Angeles, Fort
Lauderdalemoca Raton and Chicago,
where case volume was ample and
arbitrator pools were diverse and
sizeable, the usage percentages were
only about half.

Assignment Efficiency Rates
We did not have statistics on pool
size by hearing location for NYSE.
NASD made its situs-pool statistics
publicly available in 1998, while
NYSE did not. We were not able to
assess NYSE performance in utilizing
well its available pool members, but
we were able to assess the spread of
activity among serving arbitrators. To
do this, we calculated the number of
"available slots," three for larger cases
and one for the Small Claims cases,
among the survey Awards. For
instance, among the New York City
Awards, we calculated that 1,054
"available slots" were filled by
utilizing 309 different NYSE
arbitrators. That meant that each
Arbitrator who served gained
appointments in an average of 3.4
cases during the four-year study
period. Put another way, NYSE staff
cont'donpage3

Moreover, in those same major
cities, those Arbitrators who were
appointed to serve received multiple
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1

spread appointments in 1,054
instances among 309 arbitrators,
leading to an "assignment efficiency"
rate of only 29%.
NASD had a similarly low rate for
New York City in the 1998 Survey 26% -only 609 arbitrators were used
to fill 2,350 "available slots."
However, we also knew that NASD
had an available pool size of just 1,183
NYC-based arbitrators, so the
maximum "assignment efficiency"
percentage that could be achieved was
only about 50% (1,18312,350). We
saw then that pool size affects a
forum's ability to spread the
assignments with optimal efficiency
among the available arbitrators.
Favoritism in the assigning of
arbitrator appointments might have a
role, but practical considerations, such
as availability, pool size, and conflict
disclosure certainly played a role in
determining whom the staff could
place on cases.

5

\

3" Overall,

NASD's average
"assignment efficiency" percentage
was 35% in our 1998 Survey. NASD
utilized 4,222 arbitrators* to fill
12,126 available slots between 1994
and 1998, whenit had anationalpool in
excess of 8,000. The comparable

NYSE average efficiency rate was
about 33%, slightly lower than the
overall NASD rate, even though, in
five of the seven cities tested, NYSE
achieved a higher rate than NASD.
Both rates, though, pointed to
inefficienct utilization of the pool,
given the overall number of arbitrators
available for appointment. Would list
selection offer an opportunity for more
arbitrators to serve and for parties to
have a greater variety of talent and
experience from which to choose?

2006 Arbitrator
Service Survev
The 2006 Survey - Background
More than seven years have
passed since NASD adopted list
selection. NYSE adopted a voluntary
set of supplemental procedures for
appointing arbitrators in the late 90s,
among which was a list selection
option, but both sides had to agree to its
use. As a consequence of that
requirement, in the new Millennium
years, NYSE has continued, in all but
about 15% of its cases, to utilize staff
appointment procedures to select
Panels. Going into this Survey, then,
we expected to see little change in the
"assignment efficiency" rates for
NYSE.

For NASD, we anticipated that list
selection would favor the use of a
greater percentage of arbitrators than
had served during the 1994-1998
period. We reasoned that parties
would make their panel choices on
different bases than the staff had. The
consequence would be that many
candidates previously overlooked
would receive nomination from the
democraticNLSS and parties wouldbe
more likely to choose a wider array of
panelists from a wider array of
candidates. Then, too, NASD was
actively recruiting to deal with the
rapid growth in case volume
engendered by the market events of
2000-2002. Many of those new
arbitrators would surely be selected for
service. To our lights, an "assignment
efficiency" rate for NASD of 70-80%
did not seem unlikely. What were the
actual results?

The 2006 Survey -Award Results
This time around, we surveyed the
NASD and NYSE Awards year-byyear, developing an assignment
efficiency percentage for each forum
on an annual basis. We wanted to see
what changes would be evident and
whether any patterns would form as the
years progressed to the present. The
conf d on page 4
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longer truly available for service; and,
study results for 2000-2005 are
(3) disqualification of arbitrators who
reflected in Chart I (see below).
did not take mandatory expungement
training. Today, the NASD-DR
By 2000, withNLSS fully in gear,
WebSite reports that 6,340 arbitrators
NASD had moved from an average
are actually available for service.
assignment efficiency rate of 35% to
75%, signifying that every four
No matter how you approach it,
available arbitrator slots went, on
the number of NASD arbitrators
average, to three different arbitrators.
available for service has shrunk, not
The majority of serving arbitrators
expanded, and these 6,340 arbitrators
(1,475) appears in only one Award
are now stretched over 68 hearing
during 2000 and a smaller minority
locations, as opposed to the 46
(592) appears more frequently. The
locations covered by NASD in 1998.
promise of list selection and NLSS, as
Refer back to Chart I. One sees that the
a list selection mechanism, appears to
number of arbitrators who serve only
have been realized. More arbitrators
once each year stays relatively stable
are serving and parties are exercising
from year to year. As the number of
free choice from an adequate pool of
slots rises, though, the number of
candidates.
arbitrators who serve more than once
during the year also rises. As a
Explaining Chart I Results NASD
consequence, the assignment
What happened, then, in
efficiency rate drops. Chart I does
subsequent years, when the NASD
efficiency percentage dropped year
show that the total number of
after year to its current 55% rate at the
arbitrators serving in a given year went
up as the number of available slots
end of 2005? Well, it could be that
increased, but not enough to avoid a
parties honed in on the "best"
slackening of the assignment
arbitrators to fill the available slots and
efficiency percentage. Note that the
continually returned to those
assignment efficiency rate dropped to
candidates, whenever they were
53%, itslowest showing in the six-year
offered. We have seen this "better-thesurvey, in 2004; likewise, in 2004 the
devil-you-know" rationale in the
number of available slots hit its highest
mediation field, where too much
point - 6,622 seats to fill, just for the
demand is chasing a short supply of
"star" mediators, so it is not an
decided cases. With only 6,000-plus
explanation to be readily discarded.
arbitrators on its rolls, NLSS was
under stress and working overtime.
Here is another possible
explanation, strictly for the reader's
Explaining Chart I Results NYSE
consideration. Instead of increasing its
Looknow at the NYSE side of the
arbitrator ranks to handle the
Chart. NYSE has 2,000-3,000
arbitrators, fewer than NASD by far,
heightened caseload during the early
years of the new Millennium, NASD
but NYSE only needed to fill 400-700
actually culledits ranks. We know that
slots each year. The Exchange slipped
in 1998NASD had 8,059 arbitrators on
a little to 68% in 2004, when it had to
its rolls. That number climbed to
appoint arbitrators to 708 available
slots, but, in every other year, the
9,000-plus thereafter, but NASD also
Exchange has managed to deliver an
embarked upon a number of
campaigns that eliminated or sideassignment efficiency percentage in
lined active arbitrators. Among such
excess of 75%. In our view, this
actions were: (I) the re-classification
fortifies the conclusion that the 33%
of arbitrators, which left several
overall showing in the 1998 Survey
hundred arbitrators (some say far
was due, in good part, to Exchange
more) without the ability to qualify as
staff focusing case appointments on a
either Public or Non-Public
small cadre of veteran arbitrators. It
Arbitrators; (2) a general effort to
also indicates that, with effort, the
eliminate arbitrators who were no
process can change without

-

-

necessarily changing the selection
method.
Other statistics confirm NYSE's
more efficient use of its arbitrator pool.
In the 1998 Survey, there were 27
NYSE arbitrators who appeared on
enough cases during the 1994-1998
study period to produce at least ten
Awards in four years; 22 of those 27
wereNew YorkCity-basedarbitrators.
The most active arbitrator served
enough to produce 24 Awards,
probably about 60 times! In our
current Survey, only five NYSE
arbitrators produced ten Awards;
meanwhile, the total number of
Awards issued by NYSE was 60%
higher in this Survey than in the earlier
one! Finally, the five arbitrators in the
current Survey are spread around the
country and the most active among
them appears in only 13 Awards.
It seems clear that a conscious and
effective effort was made by NYSE
staff to avoid "overuse" of particular
arbitrators, especially when other
arbitrators were eligible for and
awaiting appointment to cases. We
can think of no other explanation for
the sudden shift between 1998 and
2000 (and continuing thereafter). Staff
appointment allows the Exchange staff
to optimize the use of the NYSE
arbitrator pool by tracking
assignments and assuring that
individual arbitrators are not
committed in any other cases before
appointing them. While the choices
are not party-driven, as they are with
list selection, at least the perceptions of
favoritism and of jaded or stale
arbitrators are muted by the
consistently broad use of the arbitrator
pool.
On the NASD side, there are
similar indications of greater breadth
in utilizing the arbitrator pool. They
are not as pronounced as the changes at
NYSE, and Chart I indicates they may
be receding, but they can be seen in the
Award statistics, nonetheless. In the
1998 Survey, arbitrators with 25 or
more NASD Awards during the four-

cont'd on page 5
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year survey period numbered 29.
While there were about 45% more
NASD Awards in our current survey
period than in the 1998 survey period,
only eleven arbitrators in our current
Survey qualified for that same
distinction. None of the eleven was
primarily based in New York City there were three from Michigan and
two fromohio. As agroup, these most
active arbitrators were geographically
dispersed and, as to several
individuals, their case assignments
were geographically dispersed.

Conclusion
Summing up the 1998 Survey, we
wrote: "It will be interesting to see
whether, under list selection, ...wide
distribution of the work will occur or
whether parties will tend, for their own
reasons, to concentrate their arbitrator
selections." Seven years hence, we
have that opportunity and the results
have surprised us. NYSE is utilizing
its arbitrator rolls at seemingly optimal
levels. NASD has realized benefits
from list selection as expected, but
obstacles remain.

( :j

Most surprising in the current
study was the move by NYSE to
expand the distribution of the available
slots in its arbitrations around the
country and thereby move from a
dismal assignment efficiency
percentage of 33% in the 1998 Survey

(

to a very respectable range of 75-85%.
NYSE did not achieve this by adopting
list selection, but the forum evidently
decided to distribute the work mdre
equitably when making arbitrator
appointments. If we are correct, then
this seems a commendable
achievement.
NASD, which did adopt list
selection as its exclusive method of
selecting arbitrators, took the staff out
of the selection equation, created
NLSS, and initially did achieve amuch
higher assignment efficiency rate. In
the 1998 Survey, NASD used the same
arbitrators repeatedly to fill available
slots, leading to a 35% assignment
efficiency rate. By 2000 that
performance had changed markedly,
so that three-quarters of the time
available slots were being filled with
arbitrators who had not previously
served that year.

list selection - better use of the
available arbitrator pool and the
opportunity for parties to select the
arbitrators they want - is best realized
when a sufficient pool of neutrals
allows the parties' first choices to
serve.
Assignment efficiency still
improved under list selection; even at
55%, the distribution of work among
arbitrators was demonstrably better
than during the 1998 survey period. To
the extent that case volume returns to
more modest historical levels, as it did
in 2005, the opportunities will grow to
assure parties who choose A as their
arbitrator that they will get A. NASD
now has a recruiting director, who will
presumably work on restoring pool
size, so that the promise of list
selection can be maximized, even in
times of heightened case volume.

ENDNOTES

But, then, a funny thing happened
on our way to completing the
Arbitrator Service Survey for 20002005. NASD's assignment efficiency
rate dropped from 75% in 2000 to 53%
in 2004 and 55% in 2005. More cases
than ever before were positioned for
empanelment in these years and the
surge appears to have overwhelmed an
arbitrator pool that was being filled
with new recruits and purged of
deceased, inactive, inattentive and reclassified arbitrators. The promise of

TO:

Richard P. Ryder, Editor
Securities Arbitration Commentator
P. 0 . Box 112

* We recognize that the actual
use figure may be lower, since
some arbitrators serve in more
than one hearing location. This
practice of arbitrator service in
more than one hearing location
grew more prevalent in the later
period under NASD list
selection and has become
institutionalized by NASD's
recent campaign to create
hearing locations in every state
(and to "man" the new locations,
in part, withexisting arbitrators)

